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Bend

CI-P News

Curve

…because it is not just a business…
One theme that appears
in practically every campaign, and this one is no
exception, is the idea of
running government as a
business.
It’s a frightening thought when I
think of Enron, BP, General Motors,
Chrysler, Morgan Stanley…… shall I continue?
These companies are either bankrupt, bailed out, gone out of business or
on the road to…..but wait….if this is
business, and Maine has a billion dollar
deficit, how are we any different?
Ed Deming once said companies go
out of business because of how they are
managed.
In the 1980’s he noted that management hasn’t changed since the ‘50’s and
‘it was never right, it wasn’t right then
and it isn’t right now!’ How little times
have changed.
Certainly, running government like
businesses cannot mean running it like
those noted above?
So what then are the candidates
talking about?
Since the election clock is still ticking I thought I would explore this idea.
As many of you, I have spent most
of my working career in government, so
the question “Can government be run
like a business?” is a good one.

— Walter E. Lowell

October 2010
Volume 5, Issue 10

Webster’s definition of business is
set out in the sidebar (just the first 3
definitions are listed). I suspect that
the definition candidates are referring to is #3 largely because it is often tied up with notions of saving money, waste and inefficiencies, things
that are evidently perceived to exist
in abundance in government, but not in
business.

Inside this issue:

J. Arthur Follow- 2-3
up Webinar
Schedule of
Lean Events

5

CI-P Listing

6

Business -1. purposeful activity.
2. An immediate task of objective.
3. A usually commercial or mercantile
activity engaged in as a means or
livelihood.

Talking about business with government employees is always a tricky
proposition. Most government employees do not think of government as a
business. Customers, processes, products and outcomes are terms not often used. When we talk about business processes for example, folks
generally are uncomfortable with the
language. This is why Ken Miller’s
Widget book has been so exceptional
for government employees because he
clearly explains the connection between government and business in a
way that can be understood.
continued on p. 4

Special points of
interest:
●

Next Clinicals


November 19



December 17



January 21

● DOP 2-2 scheduled for
12/6-10/10

Jay Arthur’s Lean Six Sigma —
Follow-up 9/17 Webinar & Debrief
What was a key learning for CI-Ps from the workshop?














In recognizing a problem & trying to solve it, must recognize the right data: What’s the problem? What’s the
data?
Need for simplicity in collecting, storing, making it understandable.
Use stats to Id outliers in costs. Aid in configuring healthcare systems and prevention efforts.
Data in context and understandable, impactful and simple.
Making data informative, useful, obvious.
There’s data and there’s data. The right data for doing too much. The useful role of data.
Better user than analysis.
Interpretation—avoid misinterpretation.
How to determine what is critical data. What to measure. Supporting instincts.
Prioritization. How well people know their process. Scientific tests.
Lack how to collect and prepare/present the data, spreadsheet use. Who the audience is and what works for them.
Not a one-number-fits-all.
Turn behavior into numbers.
Need more about how to use Excel and pivot tables.

What is the difference between Lean and Six Sigma?



Process & flow versus defects & variation.
Movement of product versus quality.

Examples from CI-Ps’ work or practice:









Non-implementation as a defect.
Training ineffective for change management.
Examples medical errors, variation.
Data entry errors.
Look at process and discover defects.
Collect data and analyze. Eliminate waste and reduce defects. Need both.
Lean is systemic; six sigma is specific aspects of a problem.
Data quality is important where there is formulaic funding.

Follow-up Webinar with Jay Arthur: Key points







(One hour)

In much of six sigma analysis, are looking at behavior over time.
Good-enough data is good enough.
For data over time, use a control chart, in order to answer the question: “How is the process performing over
time?”
The data will get better when you use and monitor it.
Need to “bucket” the data in order to analyze its variance. Categorize it to make sense of it in groups. Look at
highest and lowest—problems and best practices.
Start with worst first to resolve greatest pain and make greatest benefit in resolving.
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— contributed by John Rioux
Follow-up Webinar: (continued)












Might, for example, look at variation in Emergency Room admissions among hospitals per 100,000 population.
What is the cause? Shortage of Doctors? Higher risk activity/industry? Looking at the behavior leads to understanding.
The difference between “defects” and “variation” is that defects can be counted while variation is measured.
Defects denote defining good and bad, success and failure, existence versus non-existence while variation is
looking at how much “off” something is from the ideal. In statistics, defects would be “discreet” and variance is
“continuous”.
Examples of continuous variables are cost, time, length, width (dimensions). All are infinitely finely measurable.
For dimensions you can use a yardstick or you can move to micrometers and the like. Discreet variables are how
many are produced, how many are defective (sometimes based on a continuous measure), number of admissions,
number of people, babies……. The number of calls might be a defect to count while the length of the call would
be variance to measure.
Inspections are not good. It is better to fix the process to make it error-free and impossible. An inspection in the
process is a sign of bad quality and bad quality control. Inspections lead to bottleneck and delays and rubber
stamping to catch up. Training alone is not good where we do not grasp 90% of what we learn. It is better to
train the system to do it right and build quality into the process.
Write a procedure to keep a plane safe on an aircraft carrier. Have check lists to ensure proper process and procedure.
Better to look at the system than look at pieces of it. Process problem focus. Countermeasures and morale improvement result. If we do well, they will come.
Something is always changing—standards, regulations, accreditation requirements. Change is constant and driven by forces. Need to make the process flexible enough to handle the changes quickly and flawlessly.
In IT people write hard code. Smart coders have a file to read in rates and formulas that change. Need to think
through variation and accommodate where it is desirable.

Debrief:






Simple strategy—where’s the greatest pain, get data and work the problem.
Lots of his and our data revolve around “cases” and counts.
Each row in a spreadsheet is typically a “case” or instance, possibly a “defect” or something with variance.
There are two ways to “fix” outliers: one adds steps and effort and waste — the other prevents the problem in the
first place.
In pivot tables, the rows and columns are the bucket variables and what’s in the boxes is the deviation.

Six Sigma

(Wikipedia): Sigma (the lower case Greek letter

σ ) is used to represent

standard deviation (a measure of deviation) of a population (...an estimate, based
on a sample). The term “six sigma process” comes from the notion that if one has
six standard deviations between the mean [average] of a process and the nearest
specification limit, there will be practically no items that fail to meet the specifications.)
(Also check out the discussion in the September 2007 “CI-P News”.)

CI-P News
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…because it is not just a business… (cont’d from p.1)
Since the candidates don’t define their
terms, we must assume that when they talk
about government run as a business they are
talking by-and-large about private for-profit
businesses. Those that are focused ‘on the bottom line’.
Given this definition, there are some very
distinct differences.
The most obvious is private-for-profit businesses have one primary goal, namely to make
money (i.e. a profit), without which they do not
exist. For many, often to their demise, this is
the beginning and ending of purpose. Businesses
are also interested in growing bigger. In fact,
profit and growth generally go hand-in-hand. If
money is the goal, then the bigger the enterprise the more money it seeks to makes — think
Wal-Mart as an example.
Government, on the other hand, is barred
from making a profit; in fact, it is statutorily
required to balance its budget.
While governments can and do grow, size is
not an objective. Rather the opposite is true. A
desirable outcome for good government, as set
forth by our Founding Fathers, is that less is
better.
These then are important differences, and
from this perspective government is not just a
business.
We can assume, therefore, that when candidates talk about government run as a business
they are not talking about profit and growth (i.e.
as in more of).
The one issue that lies behind the government run as a business proposition then is the
perception that government is bureaucratic and
fundamentally wasteful of taxpayers’ money.
There is no bottom line so to speak.
The prevailing view of State workers, for
example, is that they are overpaid (not), underworked (not), and inefficient (ouch).
Page 4

Unlike the private sector, government is perceived as uniquely able to create and sustain
wasteful practices, including increased cost, lower productivity, and delays of all sorts. These
problems can inhibit responsiveness, effectiveness and viability to the ire of our investors, the
state’s citizens.
Yet, the reality is that these problems exist
in every organization, private and public, but for
some reason this similarity is conveniently overlooked in the discussion.
The proposition of government run as a business is really about cost, efficiency of operations and the elimination of bureaucracy concerns that are tightly linked as we know.
It is no coincidence that these are similar
concerns that led to the creation of Bend-theCurve (BTC) .
The current playbook used by governments
everywhere to improve its operations includes
familiar strategies of layoffs, re-organizations,
blue ribbon commissions, etc. We have watched
these strategies long enough to predict their
outcome re: there is change but not much improvement. Arguably, they may well have contributed to the situation we are in right now!
We know that some businesses are very successful and have developed operational strategies that enable them to be successful on any
defined measure.
If the citizens of Maine are asked to embrace the idea of running government as a business, we here at BTC, at least, insist the business model is one like Toyota (and not Enron et
al) – not that we want to build cars nor that
Toyota is perfect, but that we want to deploy a
proven management strategy that sets Maine
State government on a path that seeks perfection in meeting customer/citizens needs. Improvement starts with them.
continued on p. 5
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…because it is not just a business… (cont’d from p.4)
This is an idea that is now being deployed in
many business sectors - from manufacturing
and services to health care and government because it works.
It is a strategy that first and foremost,
respects people - customers, suppliers and employees, managers - as a resource and seeks out
problems as opportunities to continuously improve and be better, faster and cheaper. This
is after all the business of government and ideally, all successful businesses. If this is what is
meant by running government as a business
then we can easily embrace it.
But we wonder, is this what the candidates
mean?
Unfortunately, in the noise of the campaign
season this message gets lost and the idea of
running government like a business becomes
nothing but a sound bite ‘full of sound and fury
signifying nothing’ and sowing confusion.
We have no doubt that a fully deployed BTC
can and will right size government, and ultimately it will be a government that is better

faster, cheaper, easier to use, and no doubt
smaller.
But it won’t happen overnight.
There is much (read years) more work to be
done.
We have heard candidates talking about
Lean and BTC. It is a huge accomplishment
that BTC is now part of their discussion, but
this does not necessarily mean that it is understood by them nor does it imply that whoever is
elected will use it. It does mean, however,
they know and now the citizens of Maine do as
well that BTC is doing something different and
something important in government.
The election will be over by the time you
read this and the good citizens of Maine will
have made their choice.
We hope along with you, dear reader, for
the best.
After all it’s not just a business.

— Walter

BTC Lean Events
Date

Time

Topic

Location

Contact

Nov 19

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

ASD / WEL

Dec 6-10

8:15-5:00 DOP 2-2 (dates tentative) 221 State, Lean Lab

ASD / WEL

Dec 17

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

ASD / WEL

Jan 21

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

WEL

Feb 18

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

WEL

March 25

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

WEL

April 15

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

WEL

May 13

8:15-4:30 Clinical Supervision

221 State, Lean Lab

WEL

* To add or see more events or detail, go to the Bend the Curve Calendar in Outlook’s Public Folders.
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The primary purpose of the Bend the Curve Team is
to provide support, consultation, assistance, and
leadership in continuous improvement approaches
and activities for State staff, work teams, and leaders as they seek to continually improve their work
culture, systems, processes, and environments – in
order to meet the mission of the department and the
expectations of Maine citizens.

Office of Lean Management, DHHS
221 State Street
Augusta, Maine 04333-0011

We’re on the net !
http://www.maine.gov/dhhs/btc
http://www.maine.gov/labor/bendthecurve/

FAX: 207-287-3005
TTY: 1-800-606-0215
Lean Lab : 207-287-6164
OLM/BTC Staff:
Walter E. Lowell, Ed.D. CPHQ, Director
Phone: 207-287-4307
walter.lowell@maine.gov
Julita Klavins, M.S.W.
Phone: 207-287-4217
DHHS
lita.klavins@maine.gov

Continuous Improvement Practitioners:
BTC Intervention Facilitation Status
DOL

Bridget Bagley

O

Kate D. Carnes

DAFS

Jorge A. Acero

O

Rae-Ann Brann

L

C-L

Michael T. Brooker

IA-O Wendy Christian

IA-O

More Miller
workshops &
DOP 2-2 being
planned !

Nancy Cronin

O

Deidre A. Coleman

IA-O Rebecca S. Greene

IA-L

Marcel Gagne

CL

Joan A. Cook

L

Lyndon R. Hamm

Julita Klavins

L

Stephen C. Crate

O

Billy J. Ladd

CL

Don Lemieux

C-O

Arthur S. Davis

L

Maayan L. Lahti

O

C

Merle A. Davis

L

Michaela T. Loisel

IA-L

Walter E. Lowell

L

Eric Dibner

O

Henry B. McIntyre

O

Jerrold Melville

O

Peter D. Diplock

O

Gloria R. Payne

O

Additional workshops
with Ken Miller are being planned. We’ll keep
you posted.

Ann O’Brien

L

Brenda G. Drummond

IA-O

Cheryl Ring

C-CL

Anita C. Dunham

IA-CL

Anne Rogerson

O

Karen D. Fraser

IA-L

Terry Sandusky

L

Timothy J. Griffin

Bonnie Tracy

O

Gaetane S. Johnson

The intensive CI-P
Bronze level training
DOP 2-2 is still being
planned for December 6
-10, 2010. More info
will be forthcoming.
You can also check the
BTC Calendar in Outlook’s Public Folders &
come to the planning
meetings for Clinicals
and other events.

Muriel Littlefield

Sec.of State-BMV
Scott Thompson
OPEGA, Legislature
Matthew K. Kruk

IA-O

Univ. of Maine
Kim Jenkins

O

DOT
Michael Burns

C-O

Jessica Glidden

IA-O

IA-O Rick Jeselskis

IA-O

Robert McFerren

Michael J. Johnson

O

James J. McManus

IA-CL

Scott R. Neumeyer

IA-O Jeffrey Naum

Bruce H. Prindall

IA-L

Sam McKeeman

IA-O
C-O
IA-O

Mark S. Tolman

O

John L. Rioux

L

DEP

Sheryl J. Smith

C

Carmel A. Rubin

IA-O

Community — Private Sector *
Nancy Desisto*

IA-L

James Fussell*

IA-L

Jack Nicholas*

IA-O

Jane French*

IA-L

Kelly Grenier*

CL

Clough Toppan*

CL

Alicia Kellogg*

IA-O

Town of Durham, New Hampshire

* Community CI-P
L - Lead
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O

L

IA-CL

David Kurz

O

Michael Lynch

O

Steve McCusker

O

Todd Selig

O

IA - Inactive

C – “Champion for Lean” - not facilitating

CL – Learning Co-Lead

Caring..Responsive..Well-Managed..We Are DHHS

O – Learning Observer
CI-P News

